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Abstract.
We describe correlations of low-Q2 parton fragments on transverse rapidity yt and angles (h , f )
from p-p and Au-Au collisions at
√
s = 130 and 200 GeV. Evolution of correlations on yt from p-p
to more-central Au-Au collisions shows evidence for parton dissipation. Cuts on yt isolate angular
correlations on (h , f ) for low-Q2 partons which reveal a large asymmetry about the jet thrust axis in
p-p collisions favoring the azimuth direction. Evolution of angular correlations with increasing Au-
Au centrality reveals a rotation of the asymmetry to favor pseudorapidity. Angular correlations of
transverse momentum pt in Au-Au collisions access temperature/velocity structure resulting from
low-Q2 parton scattering. pt autocorrelations on (h , f ), obtained from the scale dependence of 〈pt〉
fluctuations, reveal a complex parton dissipation process in heavy ion collisions which includes the
possibility of collective bulk-medium recoil in response to parton stopping.
INTRODUCTION
QCD theory predicts that many low-Q2 scattered gluons (minijets) should be produced
in relativistic nuclear collisions at RHIC energies, with rapid parton thermalization as the
source of the colored medium (quark-gluon plasma) in heavy ion collisions [1, 2, 3, 4].
If so, we should discover evidence of partons with Q/2 = 1 − 5 GeV in the correlation
structure of final-state hadrons. The discovery and analysis of nonperturbative low-Q2
parton fragment correlations has motivated development of novel techniques, including
the use of transverse rapidity yt rather than momentum pt and formation of angular joint
autocorrelations. Fluctuations of event-wise mean pt 〈pt〉 [5, 6] may isolate fragments
from low-Q2 partons and determine the properties of the corresponding medium. A
measurement of excess 〈pt〉 fluctuations in Au-Au collisions at 130 GeV revealed a
large excess of fluctuations compared to independent-particle pt production [6].
Angular correlations of fragments from hard-scattered partons (jets) were first ob-
served on ( h , f ) at large pt and with increasing
√
s [7]. In a conventional high-pt study
of parton fragmentation to a hadron jet the relevant issues are the fragment distribution
on pt and the angular distribution, both relative to the parton momentum (jet thrust axis).
In contrast, we adopt no a priori jet or factorization hypothesis. We study minimum-bias
two-particle distributions on transverse rapidity space (yt1,yt2) to obtain fragment dis-
tributions (not fragmentation functions) and on angle space ( h 1, h 2, f 1, f 2) to obtain
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fragment angular correlations. Particle pairs are treated symmetrically, as opposed to
asymmetric ‘trigger’ and ‘associated’ particle combinations. We observe that correla-
tions obtained with this minimum-bias analysis, in contrast to the conventional trigger-
particle approach, represent the majority of parton fragment pairs in nuclear collisions,
those with pt1 ∼ pt2 ∼ 1 GeV/c. While we attempt to understand QCD in A-A collisions
we should also revisit its manifestations in elementary collisions, where novel phenom-
ena are still emerging.
P-P INITIAL SURVEY AND ANALYSIS METHOD
The reference system for low-Q2 partons in A-A collisions is the hard component
of correlations in p-p collisions. The single-particle pt spectrum for p-p collisions at√
s = 200 GeV can be decomposed into soft and hard components on the basis of
event multiplicity [8]. When a fixed Lévy distribution [9] is subtracted from spectra
for ten multiplicity nch classes we obtain distributions in Fig. 1 (first panel), described
by a gaussian shape (solid curves) independent of nch. Transverse rapidity is defined by
yt ≡ ln{(mt + pt)/m0}, with m0 assigned as the pion mass. That novel result motivated a
study of two-particle correlations on yt ×yt [8]. The minimum-bias distribution in Fig. 1
(second panel) exhibits separate soft and hard components interpreted as longitudinal
string fragments (smaller yt ) and transverse parton fragments (larger yt), the latter
corresponding to the gaussians in the first panel.
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FIGURE 1. Hard components of pt spectra vs nch plotted on transverse rapidity yt ; low-Q2 parton and
string fragment distributions on (yt1,yt2) and angular difference variables (h D , f D ), all for p-p collisions.
Soft and hard components on yt produce corresponding structures in joint angular
autocorrelations on ( h
D
, f
D
). In the third panel, string-fragment (soft) correlations for
unlike-sign pairs are determined by local charge and transverse-momentum conservation
(the sharp peak at the origin is conversion electrons). Minimum-bias parton fragments
(hard) in the fourth panel produce classic jet correlations, with a same-side (f
D
< p /2)
jet cone at the origin and an away-side (f
D
> p /2) ridge corresponding to the broad
distribution of parton-pair centers of momentum. These angular autocorrelations do not
rely on a leading or trigger particle and provide unprecedented access to low-Q2 partons.
Density ratio D r /√r re f is related to Pearson’s correlation coefficient [10]. For event-
wise particle counts na and nb in histogram bins a and b on space x Pearson’s coefficient
is rab ≡ (n− n¯)a(n− n¯)b/
√
(n− n¯)2a (n− n¯)2b. That suggests the form of density ratio
D r /
√
r re f ≡ 1/ e x (n− n¯)a(n− n¯)b/
√
n¯a n¯b, where e x is the histogram bin size on x and
Poisson values of the variances in the denominator have been substituted. D r /√ r re f
measures correlated pairs per particle on (yt1,yt2), ( h 1, h 2) and ( f 1, f 2). For angular
correlations we combine spaces ( h 1, h 2) and ( f 1, f 2) in a joint autocorrelation, provid-
ing projection by averaging to a lower-dimensional space with little information loss.
An autocorrelation with index k on primary space x is obtained by averaging correla-
tion coefficients ra,a+k over index a along each kth diagonal on (x1,x2). For space ( h , f )
we average simultaneously along diagonals on ( h 1, h 2) and ( f 1, f 2) to obtain a joint
autocorrelation on angular difference variables h
D
≡ h 1− h 2 and f
D
≡ f 1− f 2.
NUMBER CORRELATIONS ON YT ×YT
Particle pairs from nuclear collisions can be separated on difference variable f
D
into
same-side (SS) and away-side (AS) pairs. Fig. 2 (first panel) shows unlike-sign (US) SS
pairs on (yt ,yt). The US hard component is a peak at yt ∼ 2.8 (pt ∼ 1 GeV/c) elongated
along yt S ≡ yt1 + yt2 and running into the soft (string fragment) component at small yt .
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FIGURE 2. Parton fragment distributions on (yt1,yt2) for p-p data (US pairs), a model based on
measured fragmentation functions, Au-Au mid-perpheral and Au-Au mid-central, all at√sNN = 200 GeV.
The same-side unlike-sign (US) (yt ,yt) correlations in Fig. 1 (first panel) can be
interpreted as a two-particle intra-jet fragment distribution which we now model: we
combine single-particle fragmentation functions [11] with expectations for two-particle
correlations to sketch the parameterization of a two-particle fragment distribution shown
in the second panel. We observe that single-particle fragmentation functions plotted
on transverse rapidity yt have a simple form represented by a beta distribution. We
therefore construct a parton-fragment joint distribution on (yt ,yt). By symmetrizing that
distribution to approximate a fragment-fragment joint distribution we obtain the intra-
jet fragment correlations shown in Fig. 2 (second panel). For low-Q2 partons, which
dominate the minimum-bias parton distribution, the two-particle fragment distribution is
symmetric about the yt S diagonal. At larger yt S the distribution bifurcates symmetrically,
the equivalent branches representing a continuum of conventional pQCD conditional
fragmentation functions on fragment yt given parton yt .
The right two panels represent evolution with Au-Au centrality. For mid-peripheral
collisions (third panel) the string fragments at smaller yt are eliminated [12] and there
is already some slight attenuation at larger yt due to parton dissipation. For mid-central
collisions (fourth panel) the fragment distribution is transported en mass to lower yt ,
approaching the limiting case of random temperature variation and hydrodynamics [13].
The reduction with centrality at larger yt corresponds to the variation of RAA on pt [14].
NUMBER CORRELATIONS ON h × f
Jet structure is also characterized by two-particle angular correlations of hadron frag-
ments on ( h , f ) complementary to correlations on (yt1,yt2) described in the previous
section. The conventional method to describe angular correlations of fragments in the
absence of full jet reconstruction is as a conditional distribution relative to a trigger-
particle momentum estimating the parton momentum. In this analysis we use no trigger
condition. (yt1,yt2) correlations provide a cut space for study of angular autocorrela-
tions. Fig. 3 (first panel) shows two-particle correlations for p-p collisions on transverse-
rapidity space (yt1,yt2) binned on sum and difference variables yt S and yt D ≡ yt1− yt2.
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FIGURE 3. Binned (yt1,yt2) cut space, corresponding small-yt S (bin 2) and large-yt S (bin 11) angular
correlations on (h
D
, f
D
) for p-p collisions, and angular correlations for mid-central Au-Au collisions.
Hard-component fractions for angular correlation measurements are defined by the
grid of bins along yt S (the narrow yellow lines) numbered 1, · · · ,12. The solid green
boxes in the upper-right corner represent regions explored in leading-particle analy-
ses based on a high-pt ‘trigger’ particle [15]. The dashed extensions represent cuts
for extended associated-particle conditions applied to heavy ion collisions [16]. Hard-
component correlations on ( h
D
, f
D
) consist of a same-side peak at the origin and an
away-side ridge. The US same-side peak represents intrajet angular correlations of par-
ton fragments (jet cone). These hard-component ( h , f ) systematics, fully consistent with
conventional expectations for high-pt jet angular correlations, are observed in this study
for pairs of particles with both pts as low as 0.35 GeV/c (yt ∼ 1.6), much lower than
previously observed with leading-particle methods.
The second and third panels of Fig. 3 show angular autocorrelations (these plots are
1:1 aspect ratio, hence exclude most or all of the away-side ridge) for bins 2 and 11 on
yt S in Fig. 3 (first panel). In the second panel (bin 2) the most probable combination
is two particles each with pt ∼ 0.6 GeV/c. The same-side peak (jet cone) is strongly
elongated in the azimuth direction, suggesting that some aspect of the parton collision
geometry is retained in these soft collisions. The third panel (bin 11) shows correlations
corresponding to pt ∼ 2.5 GeV/c for each particle. The same-side cone is much narrower
and nearly symmetric, more typical of a high-pt trigger-particle analysis described
by pQCD. The general trend is monotonic reduction of peak widths on ( h
D
, f
D
) with
increasing yt S (Q2). The fourth panel shows mid-central Au-Au collisions at√sNN = 130
GeV. The near-side peak is strongly elongated on pseudorapidity rather than azimuth,
suggesting strong coupling of the fragmenting parton to longitudinal Hubble expansion
of the QCD medium [12].
〈PT 〉 FLUCTUATIONS AND PT CORRELATIONS ON h × f
By measuring 〈pt〉 fluctuation magnitudes as a function of bin size one can recover
those aspects of the two-particle pt correlation structure which depend on the separation
of pairs of points, not on their absolute positions. Fig. 4 (first panel) shows fluctuation
scale dependence on bin sizes ( d h , d f ) for 20-30% central Au-Au collisions at 200
GeV [17]. Fluctuation measurements at the full STAR acceptance [6] correspond to the
single point at the apex of the distribution on scale. By inverting 〈pt〉 fluctuation scale
dependence [18], parton fragment distributions are visualized as temperature/velocity
structures: joint pt autocorrelations on angular difference variables ( h
D
, f
D
).
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FIGURE 4. 〈pt〉 fluctuation scale dependence for Au-Au collisions at√sNN = 200 GeV, corresponding
pt autocorrelation, same with positive peak subtracted and energy dependence of 〈pt〉 fluctuations.
Fig. 4 (second panel) shows the corresponding pt autocorrelation [17]. We have
subtracted azimuth sinusoids independent of pseudorapidity (e.g., elliptic flow observed
for the first time as a velocity structure), revealing peak structures associated with parton
scattering and fragmentation. A three-peak model of that distribution, including separate
positive and negative same-side (f
D
< p /2) peaks (the two peaks have very different
shapes), provides an excellent fit, with residuals at the percent level. Fig. 4 (third panel)
shows the result of subtracting the positive same-side model peak (representing parton
fragments) from data in the second panel and plotting the difference with a cylindrical
format. The negative same-side peak can be interpreted as a systematic red shift of
local pt distributions in the neighborhood of the positive parton fragment peak. The
red shift can in turn be interpreted as the result of recoil of the bulk medium in response
to stopping the parton partner of the observed parton (positive same-side peak). This
detailed picture of parton dissipation, stopping and fragmentation is accessed for the
first time with pt autocorrelations.
Fig. 4 (fourth panel) shows the energy dependence of full-acceptance 〈pt〉 fluctuations
for central heavy ion collisions at RHIC and SPS measurements by the CERES collab-
oration (lowest two energies) [19]. Fluctuation measure D s pt :n is related to the variance
difference by D s 2pt :n ≡ 2 s pˆt D s pt :n, with s pˆt the single-particle variance. To good ap-
proximation D s pt :n ≃ F pt , the latter used for the CERES fluctuation measurements. For
either measure we observe a dramatic increase in 〈pt〉 fluctuations from SPS to RHIC
energies where we have demonstrated that 〈pt〉 fluctuations are dominated by fragments
from low-Q2 parton collisions. We observe that 〈pt〉 fluctuations vary almost linearly
with log{√sNN/10} (solid curve in that panel), suggesting a threshold for observable
parton scattering and fragmentation near 10 GeV.
SUMMARY
We have presented a survey of two-particle correlations from p-p and Au-Au collisions
at RHIC. Correlations from longitudinal string fragmentation and transverse scattered
parton fragmentation are clearly distinguished. The jet morphology of low-Q2 partons
requires a more general treatment of fragment pt distributions and angular correlations.
Conventional asymmetric treatments of parton fragments in terms of trigger and associ-
ated particles cannot access the low-Q2 partons of greatest interest to us.
Using newly-devised analysis techniques we find that parton fragments are accessible
down to hadron pt = 0.35 GeV/c for both hadrons of a correlated pair. Fragment
distributions on transverse rapidity yt are, for p-p collisions, consistent with measured
fragmentation functions in elementary collisions but reveal increasing parton dissipation
with greater A-A centrality. Jet angular correlations in p-p collisions show a dramatic
asymmetry about the thrust axis at low Q2, with larger width in the azimuth direction
possibly related to nonperturbative details of semi-hard parton collisions, rotating to
elongation on pseudorapidity for central Au-Au collisions.
Inversion of the scale dependence of 〈pt〉 fluctuations provides access to pt angular
autocorrelations, revealing a complex parton dissipation process in A-A collisions and
possible evidence for bulk-medium recoil in response to parton stopping. We also ob-
serve strong energy dependence of 〈pt〉 fluctuations, consistent with the dominant role of
scattered partons in those fluctuations. Low-Q2 partons, accessed here for the first time
by novel analysis techniques including joint autocorrelations, serve as Brownian probes
of the A-A medium at RHIC, being the softest detectable objects which experience QCD
interactions as color charges.
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